
ONL Summer League Meeting 17th May 2021 
 
Jenny and Lu attended 
Hannah Griffin ran the meeting 
 
Pre-season admin 
 
Code of conduct to be electronic - no actual signatures 
needed.  Assumption is if players turn up they agree to terms.  
Need to make sure all players have seen wording.  Could easily 
be emailed from the club explaining signature is assumed. 
 
Rules for playing up and down relaxed although idea is to be 
fair e.g. not to play div 1 players in div 5.  Spirit is to play to 
appropriate standard unless that means you can’t field a 
team.  Idea is to avoid cancelling/conceding matches. 
 
No player can play more than one match on the same night 
(not sure this is relevant except if a player has been asked to 
play for another club). 
 
Clubs to be sent score cards before match so Captain needs to 
remember to take the card.  One person fills in with all names 
on the night to limit handling. 
 
WhatsApp groups will be set up for each night to 
communicate cancellations etc. 
 
We need to make sure all players have downloaded the NHS 
Covid app as there’s an NHS QR code for checking in.  This will 
avoid delay getting on site. 
 
 
Pre-match admin 
 
Captains to remember usual kit plus official scorecard, hand 
sanitiser, face masks (might be worth having spares in the kit 
bag), multiple bib sets, sanitising wipes? multiple pens, spare 
scorecards, sanitising spray? 
 
Car sharing is allowed now. 
 
Each team needs a sanitiser/scorer.  As I understand it this 
might not need to be the same person throughout, but people 
can’t handle the same scorecard so team would need to take 
multiple cards. 
 
Match Admin 
 
For the nights we’re playing, entry is via the usual route 
through reception. 
 
We’ve been asked not to arrive too early for late games and 
stay in cars if early - i.e. when early match players are still on 
court) 
   

Usual toilets not available.  Some “outside”? loos available 
near the bar area (I think this is at the edge of the footie 
training area). 
 
Entry Process 
 
Mask up - check in with QR code in reception - go to courts 
(can’t use dugouts, only sides of court I think).  Masks off once 
outside. 
 
One person fills in match card and takes to duty table at end 
to read out scores. They did say this would be captains but 
that doesn’t make sense with the card handling rules - maybe 
this will be made clearer. 
 
 
Duty 
 
Guidance being rewritten.  Main difference is separate duty 
sheets for earlies and lates and match length different.  Also 
only 2 people to do duty.  NB Stars have early duty before 
their first match. 
Code for Keybox is 2057A 
 
Action for club 
 
After tonight we have 3 training sessions before season starts 
(1 of those is half term)  
 
Need to allocate teams and captains soon 
Teams and Captains, plus email contact for team selection 
response need updating on website. 
Code of Conduct circulate once we get it. 
Order more sanitiser, wipes, scorecards? , wipeable patch 
bibs? (Netball UK) 
Probably other things we need to do so please add! 
 


